Berkeley Energia – Spain 1
Since early 2017 the mayor of Villavieja de Yeltes municipality in Salamanca, north-west Spain, has
been instrumental in calling Australian-incorporated and AIM-traded Berkeley Energia (formerly
Berkeley Resources) to account and in calling local residents and people from neighbouring towns to
monthly rallies against the company’s proposed Retortillo project. Retortillo is planned as an opencast uranium mine, heap leaching and processing or ‘milling’ plant, stated to be for production in
late 2018 but lacking necessary permitting and facing four public interest litigation suits from the
municipality and from national non-governmental organizations.
The project has sparked a wave of opposition arising from concerns about potential impacts on the
environment and local people. These risks include its location very near a school area, possible
effects on a protected ecological zone and its permit to discharge wastewater 5 kilometres upstream
of established drinking water abstraction for Villavieja de Yeltes. Other water issues are the water
discharge permit is in opposition to a European Commission-funded regional five-river biodiversity
project because it has transboundary significance. 2 3 Close to 40 municipalities are said to be against
the company’s plan to develop the project, which has potential impacts on the existing economy
including spa tourism facilities.
Berkeley has renamed itself, changed some of its personnel, reduced its website information,
changed its AIM nominated adviser, and negotiated a potential ‘take-off’ contract with a commodity
trader, which has ‘phoenixed’ itself, that is liquidated and been replaced. This has allowed Berkeley
to raise capital, and it has obtained the support of Euratom for its development of the European
Union’s only open-cast uranium mine. European Commission involvement will not help provide
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sufficient environmental information in a timely manner to assist public participation in decisionmaking. 4 With the need for more transparency, the continued involvement of former Spanish state
officials Cañete and Lamela creates at best unfavourable impressions 5. While the Commission in its
2012 verification report on existing former uranium mining sites in Spain, some of which are under
reclamation, had been informative about applicable costs, methods and requirements on treating
toxic waste, it did raise however continuing questions about the relationships between Berkeley and
state uranium mining agency ENUSA. 6
Potential radiation impacts are being identified by the growing social movement, who argue that the
EIA process omitted consideration of ore processing .
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relationship with the local community’ and to have local and regional support and major community
investment and environmental rehabilitation plans for the project area. The website makes no
mention of community opposition, health risks from uranium or other potentially negative social or
environmental impacts, apart from initial felling of trees.
The 2017 Annual Report cites ‘highly supportive’ local municipalities and sizeable community
investments to date, and commits Berkeley to improve the ecological and agricultural value of the
area through a reforestation programme. There is no mention of environmental risks from, or public
concerns about, uranium. The Annual Report notes in passing that ‘various appeals’ against the
necessary licences have been unsuccessful. It is quoted on Mining.com as emphasizing the mine’s
job creation potential, adherence to ‘the highest EU environmental and safety standards’ and
‘overwhelming support’ from local and regional communities.
Berkeley is reported in the press as signing an agreement that ‘will provide construction capital’ with
the Oman Sovereign Wealth Fund, an institution that has been evaluated as having a transparency
rating of 4 out of 10. 12
It published in 2016 a ‘definitive feasibility study’ on its website. As the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) has stated, however, the best approach advised by the UN is to evaluate the full
clearly disaggregated costs of ‘economic and social viability’. 13 It’s clear that Berkeley has not done
this.
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